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The Interdisciplinary Journal of  
Problem-based Learning

Special iSSue: Tinkering in Technology-rich DeSign conTexTS

Introduction and Background
There is increasing attention focused on integrating computa-
tional literacy (Berland, 2016; diSessa, 2001) and computational 
thinking (Brennan, Balch, & Chung, 2014; Brennan & Resnick, 
2012) in both formal and informal K–12 learning environ-
ments. Although there is disagreement concerning the spaces 
in which computational thinking (CT) might be best integrated 
into K–12 education—“as a general subject, a discipline-specific 
topic, or a multidisciplinary topic” (Grover & Pea, 2013, p. 40)—
many argue for some form of integration in K–12 schools (Barr 
& Stephenson, 2011; Grover & Pea, 2013; Kafai & Burke, 2014; 
Weintrop et al., 2015; Wing, 2008). Weintrop and colleagues 
(2015) acknowledge that such an integration will be new for 
current teachers in the field, warning that “the inclusion of these 
practices, in and of itself, offers little guidance for teachers who 
will be required to realize them in their classrooms” (p. 128). 

Yadav, Stephenson, and Hong (2017) argued for integrat-
ing CT in teacher education programs as part of their exist-
ing coursework—in educational technology courses and/
or domain-specific methods courses (e.g., science education 
methods). Specifically, Yadav and colleagues expressed the 
need to support preservice teachers (PSTs) to think com-
putationally, “as well as how to teach their students to think 

computationally, especially in the context of specific subject 
areas” (p. 59). Responding to this need for integrating CT in 
teacher education and considering the goal of this special issue 
(Akcaoglu & Kale, 2017) to share “models and approaches to 
teaching and learning by tinkering in technology-rich design 
contexts,” this paper reports on an approach to engage ele-
mentary education majors in tinkering activity with Logo, an 
object-oriented program, as part of their mathematics meth-
ods course. The goal of this activity aimed to support PSTs in 
thinking computationally as they worked with geometric con-
cepts they will be expected to teach in K–5. 

Context

As a mathematics teacher educator working with elemen-
tary education majors, I continually seek ways to engage 
PSTs to consider the role of computational literacy in their 
future mathematics teaching practice. Many of my PSTs had 
few, if any, experiences learning to design or program. They 
also entered the course with no prior mathematics methods 
experience, as this is the sole mathematics methods course 
for PSTs enrolled in the program. This context seemed like a 
viable space in which to support PSTs to connect mathemati-
cal and computational concepts and practices, both as learn-
ers and as future mathematics educators. 

Tinkering with Logo in an Elementary 
Mathematics Methods Course

Keri Duncan Valentine (West Virginia University)

Abstract
With an increased push to integrate coding and computational literacy in K–12 learning environments, teacher educators will 
need to consider ways they might support preservice teachers (PSTs). This paper details a tinkering approach used to engage 
PSTs in thinking computationally as they worked with geometric concepts they will be expected to teach in K–5. Experiences 
programming in Logo to construct authentic artifacts in the form of two-dimensional geometric graphics not only supported 
PSTs’ understanding of core geometric and spatial concepts, but also helped them to make connections between mathematics 
and computational literacy. Artifacts and discourse are discussed as they relate to three core considerations: engaging learners 
to construct authentic artifacts, supporting a communitarian ethos, and supporting various types of rapid feedback.
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Toward the end of the semester, three class sessions were 
devoted to focusing on teaching and learning geometric 
and spatial reasoning concepts, drawing in part on the K–5 
geometry content and practice standards elaborated in the 
Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSS-M, 
2010). Content standards state that learners should “analyze, 
compare, create, and compose shapes” (kindergarten), “rea-
son with shapes and their attributes” (grades 1–3), “draw and 
identify lines and angles . . . classify shapes by properties of 
their lines and angles” (grade 4), and so on. While these con-
cepts comprise the focus for content to be learned, the stan-
dards for mathematical practice orient mathematical activity 
by connecting what is to be learned to the ways in which learn-
ers should engage in mathematical activity (e.g., make sense 
of problems and persevere in solving them, construct viable 
arguments and critique the reasoning of others, model with 
mathematics, use appropriate tools strategically, and look for 
and make use of structure). While the course supports PSTs 
to understand these connections, they also need to consider 
the various ways their future students might progress in their 
thinking, possible difficulties that might arise during learn-
ing, and ways to support learners, such as drawing on prior 
experiences and maintaining cognitive demand.

Purpose/Goal

In order to support PSTs to better understand the integrated 
mathematical and computational concepts and practices they 
will be expected to teach, I engaged them in a design and tin-
kering activity using Logo. Logo, an object-oriented program-
ming language developed by Papert and colleagues, not only 
served as a viable tool for naturally integrating geometry and 
computation, it is also well aligned with one of the six National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics’s (NCTM, 2014) guid-
ing principles for school mathematics—“tools and technol-
ogy as essential resources” for learning (p. 78). While NCTM 
acknowledges the ability of tools and technology to support 
general forms of participation (communication and collabora-
tion), the focus prioritizes “what Dick and Hollebrands (2011) 
call ‘mathematical action technologies,’ which produce math-
ematical responses based on user input, allowing students to 
explore mathematical ideas and observe, make, and test conjec-
tures about mathematical relationships” (NCTM, 2014, p. 79).

Working as a mathematics teacher educator for the past 
four years, I have become aware that my elementary education 
majors rarely consider the role of technology in their course-
work. Like others in many teacher education and certification 
programs around the United States, PSTs might enroll in a 
single course related to technology integration. The problem 
with this model is that PSTs are less focused on the ways in 
which technologies change the mathematics their students 
can learn and alternative ways to engage in mathematical 

practice. As Weintrop and colleagues (2015) acknowledge, 
there is a lack of guidance for in-service teachers to integrate 
CT into their teaching. This is also the case for PSTs. 

During the last three class sessions of the semester (9 hours 
total), PSTs were asked to investigate mathematical action tech-
nologies for themselves, as learners, in the context of geometry 
and space. The goal of the learning activity described in this 
paper occurred during the second class session and primar-
ily sought to engage PSTs in learning experiences integrating 
computational and geometric/spatial concepts through the 
activity of creating geometric designs (e.g., circles, tessella-
tions). A review of literature related to computational literacy, 
CT, and object-oriented programming is elaborated before 
describing the tinkering approach used with PSTs.

Computational Literacy 
and Computational Thinking
Computational thinking is a construct rooted in the notion of 
computational literacy. To operationalize the way both terms 
are being considered, this paper draws on the work of Berland 
(2016), diSessa (2001), and Brennan and Resnick (2012). Bren-
nan and Resnick (2012) developed a framework for CT that was 
connected strongly to their experiences working with learners 
using the programming environment called Scratch (Lifelong 
Kindergarten Group, 2017). Their framework incorporates 
three dimensions of CT: computational concepts (e.g., loops, 
parallelism), computational practices (e.g., testing and debug-
ging, experimenting and iterating), and computational perspec-
tives. Berland’s (2016) and diSessa’s (2001) operationalization 
of computational literacy is a somewhat different way of fram-
ing computational activity wherein they distinguish between 
the “material, social, and cognitive” dimensions (Berland, 2016,  
p. 201). Material computational literacy refers to “making things 
with computation—primarily programming and electronics” 
(p. 202). Social computational literacy involves “the ability to 
articulate, discuss, communicate, and understand what you 
and other people need from those computational artifacts”  
(p. 202). Finally, cognitive computational literacy is “[l]inking 
the social and the material”—this is what Berland (2016) refers 
to as “computational thinking” (p. 202). He argues that making 
and tinkering offer a “powerful way to become computationally 
literate” across all three dimensions (p. 201).

Object-Oriented Programming

One mathematical action technology that PSTs spent the most 
time exploring was Logo, an object-oriented programming 
language developed by Papert and colleagues and described 
in his book Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and Powerful 
Ideas (1993). Logo, also referred to as “turtle geometry,” is 
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constructionism “meshes well with the Maker Movement, 
as many makers engage in active construction of authentic 
artifacts for the benefit (or, at least, potential use by) other 
people” (p. 203). In a case study by Sheridan and colleagues 
(2014), several constructionist features of makerspaces were 
identified. First, tinkering spaces should be multidisciplinary 
in terms of the approach (process) and work produced 
(product). Especially important in the context of mathemat-
ics education is supporting PSTs to engage in learning that 
is atypical in mathematics classrooms—one that “break[s] 
down disciplinary boundaries in ways that facilitate pro-
cess- and product-oriented practices” (p. 527). Second, these 
spaces “blend” both formal (e.g., demonstration, critique) 
and informal elements. Third, makerspaces focus “on learn-
ing as production rather than as mastery of a composite set 
of skills” (p. 526). While this is atypical of traditional math-
ematics classrooms, geometry is a viable domain in which to 
support PSTs to experience the potential benefits of produc-
tion and also make connections to the CCSS-M.

In the second class session, PSTs were given the design 
objective to move the Logo turtle around on the screen, called 
a playground (a 2-dimensional boundary with a width of 700 
units and a height of 500 units). As we were investigating 
geometry and spatial concepts, I expected PSTs to try to con-
struct designs incorporating polygonal figures. I also prepared 
more formal activities to intersperse as PSTs seemed ready, 
usually manifesting with their asking process-related ques-
tions, making connections through their tinkering activity, or 
working on similar problems that could benefit from collab-
orative efforts (e.g., creating a more efficient program, deter-
mining a particular rotation angle needed). Table 1 (see next 
page) shows descriptions of planned activities, which include 
reviewing Logo language and computational terminology; 
learning to write programs; teaching Logo “words,” or pro-
grams; and introducing repeating and orienting commands. 

Communitarian Ethos

The second design consideration for supporting PSTs’ com-
putational tinkering activity involved supporting a “commu-
nitarian ethos,” which Berland (2016) defines as the learning 
environment—the physical and social space where learning 
happens within a community. These include makerspaces, but 
can also be nurtured in more formal settings, such as a math-
ematics classroom. Berland (2016) characterizes this ethos as 
involving people “teaching each other to make things,” “iden-
tifying the wants and needs of the community,” discussing 
and reflecting wherein “learners notice connections together,” 
and developing “a lens—an understanding of how to read, 
evaluate, and engage with new situations using an under-
standing of complex content” (pp. 202–203, 208). Support-
ing this ethos involved attending to the role of the teacher, 

described by Papert as a way in which “[c]hildren can iden-
tify with the turtle and are thus able to bring their knowledge 
about their bodies and how they move into the work of learn-
ing formal geometry” (p. 56). Creating graphics, for example, 
requires that learners teach the turtle a language of movement 
(e.g., forward 100 right 90). Geometry and spatial concepts are 
rooted in one’s position and movement in space, thus, these 
concepts can be explored by leveraging one’s embodied nature 
in the world. For Papert, turtle geometry provided this “bridge” 
between children’s everyday experiences and formal geometry. 

Kafai and Burke (2014) draw heavily on Papert’s (1993) work 
to argue for the importance of connected coding. Rather than 
learning to program as a focus of learning, Kafai and Burke 
agree with Papert that Logo is in a sense a mathematical action 
technology (as well as an action technology for science and 
other domains)—it supports learners to reason in meaning-
ful ways about mathematical relationships such as orientation, 
rotation, interior and exterior angles, and so on. Even more, 
Logo allows learners to tinker, experiment, conjecture, and see 
mistakes as a normal part of learning mathematics, providing 
“objects-to-think-and-share-with” (Kafai & Burke, 2014, p. 23).

Design Considerations for Supporting Preservice
Teachers’ Computational Tinkering Activity
Berland, Martin, Benton, Petrick Smith, and Davis (2013) 
define tinkering activity as that which “include[s] trial and 
error, messing around or fussing, finding and using feed-
back mechanisms (such as testing), or combinations of those 
activities” (p. 568). Although Berland (2016) doesn’t provide 
a formalized framework for designing and implementing 
a makerspace/tinkering learning environment focused on 
developing computational literacy, he does discuss in detail 
three core considerations informing my work with PSTs: 
engaging learners to construct authentic artifacts, support-
ing a communitarian ethos integrating reflective practice, 
and supporting various types of rapid feedback (material, 
social, and cognitive). In addition, the key features of mak-
erspaces identified by Sheridan and colleagues (2014) sup-
ported considerations related to framing the process- and 
product-oriented practices involved in tinkering and mak-
ing. Each of these considerations is elaborated below.

Constructing Authentic Artifacts

Papert (1993) argued for a constructionist approach in which 
learners engage in learning by making and tinkering with 
objects (e.g., artwork, video games, graphics). According to 
Kafai and Burke (2014), “The educational theory of construc-
tionism inherently values the making of objects as a core 
intellectual activity” (p. 23). Berland (2016) emphasizes that 
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the students, and the environment in ways articulated by 
Kurti, Kurti, and Fleming (2014). As the instructor, I sought 
to support “intense questioning, playful curiosity, and deeper 
thinking” and encouraged students to collaborate with class-
mates and take the lead teaching each other when they figured 
something out in their tinkering process (p. 8). Further, the 
learning environment, or educational makerspace as Kurti 
and colleagues phrase it, sought to “invite curiosity,” “inspire 
wonder,” “encourage playfulness,” and “celebrate unique solu-
tions” (p. 10). The use of rapid feedback, described below, 
played a large role in creating a communitarian ethos where 
learners were oriented toward noticing connections and sup-
porting each other with their geometric designs.

Rapid Feedback

The last consideration, rapid feedback, is a core activity com-
prising tinkering. Rapid feedback is constant during tinker-
ing activity, where one can see if something works and engage 
in an iterative design process. According to Berland (2016),  
“[m]aking can work as a best practice for learning by triangu-
lating rapid feedback across the aforementioned three aspects 
of literacy”—material, social, and cognitive (p. 203). Berland 
describes several forms of social, material, and cognitive 
feedback summarized in Table 2 (see next page). Because the 
majority of PSTs’ learning activity emerged through the con-
struction of artifacts and discourse generated during tinkering 
activity, these various forms of rapid feedback served as a lens 
for analyzing PSTs’ engagement in computational literacy. 

In the following sections, these three design consider-
ations for supporting PSTs’ computational tinkering activity 
are elaborated as they emerged during the second of three 
class sessions.

Preservice Teachers’ Tinkering Activity
The week before the class session discussed in this paper, 
PSTs were assigned reading excerpts from Mindstorms (Pap-
ert, 1993), where Papert elaborates on constructionism as a 
theory of learning as well as meaningful mathematics learn-
ing—geometric and spatial concepts in particular. In addi-
tion, they were asked to reflect on young children’s artifacts 
and discourse as they constructed shapes using Logo, also 
found in Papert’s book. PSTs were directed to the website 
of Turtle Academy (https://turtleacademy.com/), in con-
junction with their reading assignments (Papert, 1993), 
and asked to use this Logo simulation site to explore pro-
gramming the turtle. While PSTs reflected deeply on the 
readings, even posing questions related to the purposes of 
mathematics education and ideas for considering teaching 
and learning code in their own classrooms, they did not feel 
capable (or willing) to try Logo on their own before class. 
After spending 20 minutes sharing questions and ideas with 
one another related to the readings, PSTs were invited to tin-
ker with Logo. Throughout the remainder of class (about 1.5 
hours), PSTs were free to tinker while I interrupted them a 
few times throughout to reflect and learn additional codes 

Planned Activities Description
Reviewing Turtle Academy 

Logo language and com-
putational terminology

•	 Defined command as an instruction that a computer can 
understand and execute

•	 Defined program as a sequence of commands (e.g., fd 100 rt 
90 fd 100 rt 90)

•	 Reviewed basic commands: 
•	 To move the turtle, use the commands forward (fd) and 

back (bk) followed by a number (distance)
•	 To turn (orient) the turtle, use the commands right (rt) 

and left (lt) followed by a number (degrees)
•	 Clear screen (cs)

•	 Identified Turtle Academy resource page for tinkering 
activity

Writing programs to create 
polygons

•	 Challenged PSTs to write code for a set of images
•	 Learned repeat command to enable looping

Teaching Logo a “word” •	 Learned to write a program that Logo can reuse (e.g., To 
circle)

Repeating and orienting •	 Combined repeating and orienting commands to create 
multiple rotated figures

Table 1. Planned activities to support coding in logo with description.
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(looping commands, structure for writing a program, trying 
a few focused investigations as a whole class). 

As soon as PSTs learned a few basic codes they could enter 
into Logo, they started tinkering to make the turtle move 
around on the screen. Most PSTs worked on their own at 
first, and the images they constructed varied widely. Heather, 
for example, expressed that she “was just trying to put two 
rectangles together. I was just playing around.” Figure 1 
shows both her commands and the resulting image. Entering 
basic move commands one line at a time was indicative of 
many PSTs’ initial activity.

Nora experienced struggles related to the playground 
dimensions, causing the turtle to run off the screen. She 
articulated that she did not fully understand the dimensions 
of the playground. With her goal being to tessellate a pat-
tern filling up the screen, she determined that she would 
first have to find the edges. Tinkering with various sizes of 
squares allowed her to determine the distance to the edges 
(see Figure 2, next page). 

Nora followed up on this activity, deciding to create her 
own border so that she could input numbers that were more 
easily divisible: 

I’m trying to figure out how to get to the edges so that I 
could make a pattern that takes up the whole [screen]. 
It’s not quite—it’s like a little under 200 and I don’t want 
to do something like 190 the whole time because I want 
to use a nice even number. So I’m making my own box 
first and then I’m going to draw it.

Nora’s activity exemplifies the type of tinkering activity 
Berland and colleagues (2013) described. Specifically, she 
used trial and error to find the borders of the Logo playground 
and received material feedback “from the actual building of 
the artifact” in the form of visual tracings (Berland, 2016, 
p. 204). Nora spent the remainder of the class working on 
a hexagonal tessellation design, attempting to fill the space 
within her border. Her continued activity is detailed later in 
the paper, showing the ways her design process drew on all 

Aspects of Literacy Feedback Type Description
Social (community) Social Feedback Feedback expressed by the community 

regarding the value (or lack thereof) of 
what one is making

Sociomaterial Feedback Feedback expressed by the community 
regarding the proper/improper use of 
tools

Sociocognitive Feedback Feedback expressed by the community 
“about how they would build some-
thing differently” (pp. 203–204)

Material (tinkering) Material Feedback Feedback “from the actual building of 
the artifact” (p. 204)

Cognitive (authentic 
problem spaces)

Cognitive-Material Feed-
back

Feedback “from watching other people’s 
problems wrestling with helping me 
build my artifact” (p. 204)

Table 2. Forms of rapid feedback elaborated by Berland (2016).

Figure 1. Heather’s tinkering activity shown as commands and resulting image.

Commands

>fd 100 >rt 90 >fd 200 >rt 90 >fd 100 >rt 90 >fd 200 >rt 
270 >fd 100 >rt 270 >bk 200 >rt 270 >fd 100 >rt 90 >fd 
200 >rt 90 >fd 100 >rt 270 >fd 200 >rt 270 >fd 200 >rt 
270 >fd 400 >rt 270 >fd 100
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three forms of rapid feedback across the material, social, and 
cognitive aspects of computational literacy. 

Focused Investigations within Tinkering Activity

After PSTs had time to tinker with basic commands and 
discover new ones on their own, I decided to introduce the 
whole class to the “repeat” command. In a handout given 
to PSTs, one exercise asked students to try to use “repeat” 
commands to condense a series of moving and turning com-
mands in order to make a square with 200 units for each side 
(see Figure 3a). 

The repeat command enables Logo to loop commands a 
specified number of times in order to write more efficient 
code. Two students, Julie and Lucy, had been trying out 
repeat commands in their own programs and took a lead 
role in the class conversation. They not only sought to help 
their classmates understand the syntax for using brackets 
with repeat commands, but also to convey the meaning for 
the repeat command in the context of making a square. The 
discourse, commands, and resulting image are presented in 
Table 3 (see next page), demonstrating one way in which 
a communitarian ethos manifested for PSTs—in this case, 

Figure 3. A set of four images (a–d) in which PSTs were asked to write a program. Images 
from Programming in LOGO, an open-education resource from The Center for Informat-
ics Education (ABZ) of ETH Zurich.

Figure 2. Nora’s initial tinkering commands and resulting image.

Commands

>fd 200 >rt 90 >fd 200 >rt 90 >fd 200 >rt 90 >fd 200 >pu 
>forward 300 >rt 90 >rt 90 >pd >fd 100 >lt 90 >fd 50 >rt 
90 >fd 100 >rt 90 >fd 100 >rt 90 >fd 100 >rt 90 >fd 50 >lt 
90 >fd 100 >lt 90 >forward 100 >lt 90 >fd 100 >lt 90 >fd 
50
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taking the lead and “teaching each other to make things” 
(Berland, 2016, pp. 202–203).

Immediately aft er creating the square, Julie started talk-
ing through the program for image “d” (see Figure 3d). Aft er 
encountering success, she responded, “I don’t even like cod-
ing either—but that just felt good to get it!” 

As most of the class seemed to express success program-
ming a square, I decided to challenge the class to make a 
hexagon. Th ey encountered diffi  culty determining the inte-
rior angle measures and ended up creating an octagon with 
two missing sides. We used this error to fi nish constructing 

an octagon. It was at this point that PSTs started to consider 
the role of 360 degrees in determining the angle measure-
ments needed to create a hexagon. Th is information sub-
sequently supported later tinkering activity as PSTs tried 
constructing polygons with any number of sides. Table 4 (see 
next two pages) details the way this conversation played out 
as well as the code and images generated.

In this excerpt detailing PSTs trying to construct a hexagon, 
they were oriented both to “process- and product-oriented 
practices” (Sheridan et al., 2014, p. 527). Th is exemplifi es 
the ways in which constructionist activity supports not only 

Discourse
Instructor: So I’m just curious, what are some diff erent ways that you guys would program your turtle 

to make the “a” image? 
Lucy: You’re going to need to make it do everything four times.
Instructor: Okay, so everything’s going to have to happen four times?
Julie: 2, 3, 4—so yeah! I know what you’re going to do.
Instructor: What am I going to do?
Julie: You’re going to type the word “repeat” and then a space and then a 4 and then a space and then 

a bracket.
Lucy: Do everything 4 times.
Julie: Th en fd/forward 200, space, right 90, closed bracket.
Instructor: Okay, let’s see if we agree with what you just said. *Asks class for agreement—not much 

response at this point.
Julie: I’m excited now because I made him do it.
Instructor: Okay, so tell me what all those commands are.
Julie: So you’re telling the turtle to repeat 4 times, move forward with a command of 200. Actually, 

what you’re telling it to do is almost like—you’re telling it to make this command of forward 200 
right 90 degrees four times. So like you’re distributing the 4.

Instructor: Very algebraic, isn’t it? What do you guys think? Does this make sense to you guys—this 
repeat 4 bracket forward 200 right 90—what is the right 90?

Julie: To make him turn 90 degrees to the right every time.
Instructor: So those are my four angles then?
Julie: Yeah.
Instructor: And the forward 200 are my four sides?
Lucy: Yeah.
Instructor: So let’s see what happens when I run this. All right!

Command

repeat 4 [fd 200 rt 90]

Table 3. Discourse, commands, and resulting image for using the repeat command.
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Table 4. Discourse related to constructing a hexagon with commands and images generated.

Discourse
Instructor: So I’m just curious—I’m going to challenge you guys. How would we make a hexagon?
Nora: Th at’s what I’m doing—I’m trying.
Matthew: Is it 120?
Julie/Lucy: Th at’s one we were kind of struggling with.
Instructor: Okay—so how many sides does a hexagon have?
All: 6; hex, yeah—6.
Julie: Repeat 6.
Instructor: Okay, so we’ll— 
Lucy: Yeah, start with repeat 6.
Julie: And we’re always going to go forward. Why don’t we make it kind of small and start with 100 and then—what I 

don’t know is the degree turn.
Instructor: Okay. So you guys, let’s fi gure it out. We want to make a hexagon. How far is the turtle going to have to turn 

each time?
Class: Many off er “45 degrees.”
Matthew: 120.
Julie: Th at’s [45] what I was thinking too.
Instructor: Where are you guys getting 45?
Class: Many answers [smaller than 90, seems like half maybe].
Instructor: So you’re just taking half of 90? 
Class: Yeah.
Instructor: Okay, let’s try it.
Julie: Well, I’m imagining what 45 degrees looks like. Like a triangle.
Mandy: Yeah.
Julie: Like I’m imagining a 45-degree angle.

Instructor: Runs program “Repeat 6 [forward 100 right 45]”
Class: Oh (surprised).
Julie: Oh, well, we didn’t repeat it enough times.
Instructor: It looks like we’re on to another shape, but maybe not a hexa-

gon. So wait, how we can take our mistake and make it—
Matthew: Just change our rotations.
Julie: Make it repeat 8 times.
Instructor: [decided to try repeat 8 fi rst] Okay. You guys think that will 

work?

Instructor: Runs program “Repeat 8 [forward 100 right 45]”
Class: Oh, cool! We made an octagon.
Instructor: Okay, cool. So now we need to fi gure out why 45 degrees 

worked with an octagon.
Julie: What’s 360 degrees divided by 8? I’m wondering—it is! It’s 45! Th at’s 

why—so—
Mandy: So you have to do 360 degrees divided by 6.
Julie: So we have to do 360 divided by 6, so 60.
Instructor: So 60—Okay, are you guys ready to try it? Let’s do it.
Mandy: I’m excited now.
Instructor: Repeat 6—all right, you want to do the same thing like forward 

100? And this time we’re going to do—
Class: 60, 60, 60!!!
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their understanding of coding in Logo, but also requires them 
to draw on geometric properties of shape. Lucy, Julie, Mat-
thew, and Mandy, in particular, not only noticed connections 
together (communitarian ethos), but also engaged in several 
forms of rapid feedback (sociomaterial, sociocognitive, and 
material). For example, sociomaterial feedback emerged aft er 
running the following program: Repeat 6 [forward 100 right 
45]. When the class expressed surprise at the mistake, Julie 
exclaimed, “Well, we didn’t repeat it enough times.” She then 
off ered a form of sociocognitive feedback by saying, “Make 
it repeat 8 times.” At the same time, Matthew suggested that 
we “change our rotations.” Not evident in this excerpt, but 
described later, is that Nora was still in the process of trying 
to tessellate her Logo playground with hexagons. Th is partic-
ular exchange above served as a source of cognitive-material 
feedback for her design, wherein she received feedback “from 
watching other people’s problems wrestling with helping me 
build my artifact” (Berland, 2016, p. 204). 

Th e Circle

At this point, someone in the class suggested that we all work 
together to try to make a circle. During this conversation, 
everyone started off ering suggestions and working through 
problems together, even challenging one another’s sug-
gestions, further exemplifying a communitarian ethos and 
engagement in the three aspects of computational literacy 
(social, material, and cognitive). When Julie admitted she 
only knew how to make straight lines, another classmate, 
Lucy, off ered that the turtle would have to “do a 360.” Julie 
was struggling to understand, saying, “Yeah, but he’s got to 
draw at the same time because otherwise he’ll just spin in 
a circle and not move. You’ve got to make him go forward.” 
Many students off ered suggestions, such as using pi, deter-
mining a radius, and so on. At this point, I left  the class to 
tinker on their own. Constructing a circle became the goal 
of many students for the remainder of the class, while others 
continued tinkering with their own designs. Th e discourse in 

Table 5 (see next two pages) shows Heather, Kyle, Julie, Mat-
thew, Lucy, Mandy, and me working through possibilities for 
making a circle in Logo.

Th is collaborative tinkering episode highlights the typical 
way in which PSTs engaged in constructing artifacts, in this 
case, variant circle graphics. Th is episode in particular shows 
the ways in which various social and material feedback were 
used to construct circle designs. For example, while Kyle’s 
classmates critiqued his idea of using a 180-degree rotation 
[repeat 180] in conjunction with a “right 2” command, the 
material feedback from Logo revealed a “baby circle.” How-
ever, PSTs continued to consider how they would build the 
circle diff erently, engaging in sociocognitive feedback.

At this point, PSTs continued tinkering in Logo to con-
struct various geometric designs. Matthew, drawing on this 
joint discourse and the resulting images of circles, decided to 
try to make an infi nity symbol (see Figure 4, following Table 
5), exemplifying the way cognitive-material feedback played 
a role in his design. Not only did he draw on Kyle’s idea of 
“repeat 180,” he also played around with diff erent widths.

Julie and Lucy also continued constructing circles; how-
ever, they were focused on understanding why Kyle’s idea of 
using “right 2” changed the size of the circle. Th ey decided to 
try diff erent values for the right movement to better under-
stand how it changed the circle’s size (e.g., right 10 and 20). 
When they entered a value of “right 2,” their larger circle ran 
off  the screen, creating the image shown in Table 6 (following 
Figure 4). Th e discourse shows the conversation related to 
their thinking and tinkering.

Th is led to a conversation about trying diff erent values 
for the repetition, the forward movement, and the right 20 
value so that the image would reveal the “sides” that were 
really being created. While Lucy and Julie’s continued work 
constructing circles also exemplifi es the use of cognitive-
material feedback like Matthew’s, their activity was more of 
an investigation to better understand why the diff erent values 
(e.g., right 1 versus right 2) produced diff erent-size circles. In 

Table 4, cont’d. Discourse related to constructing a hexagon with commands and images generated.

Instructor: Runs program “Repeat 6 [forward 100 right 60]”
Instructor: Okay.
Class: No! Cool! We did it! We fi gured it out!
Instructor: So, do you guys feel like you could make—
Julie: Shapes?
Instructor: Any polygon?
Julie: Yeah—I’m ready—give me—challenge.
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Discourse
Instructor: (to Heather) So what are you wondering—can you do what?
Heather: Well, it’s easier with that [referring to polygons with a certain number of sides] because you could take the 

number of sides and do 360 divided by the number of sides. But with the circle, there’s not really sides.
Instructor: So, we’re probably not going to make a perfect circle.
Kyle: Would it be 180?
Julie: 180 what?
Kyle: Repeat 180—it starts to make a circle, right?
Julie: So that makes him do it, but how do you make him draw it? Like how do you make him draw the arc?
Instructor: Hold on—I like what you said. So, Kyle, you said repeat 180.
Kyle: Th en I don’t know what else to do.
Julie: Nothing, I didn’t get an arc.
Instructor: So, what are we going to have to do—let’s say we just want to make an arc—what do you think we would do?
Kyle: Move him forward.
Instructor: He’s going to have to go forward, right?
Kyle: Right.
Matthew: Right.
Instructor: Some amount. Does it matter how much?
Lucy: Not really.
Class: Suggests numbers such as 1.
Instructor: 1? Okay. But if he goes—
Kyle: So, he has to turn, so would that be right? 
Julie: 180—360.
Kyle: 1, right?
Instructor: 1?
Julie: 1 because that should make half a circle, right?
Instructor: Th at will make a half circle?
Julie: Possibly.
Instructor: [runs code]

Command

repeat 180 [fd 1 rt 1]

Discourse
Julie: Yes, it does!
Heather: How did it do that?
Julie: Now do repeat 360 [forward 1 right 1]
Instructor: Okay.
Kyle: Wait, wait, wait—no, no, no—stop. 
Julie: What?
Kyle: We’re already going right—we need to keep going right—try putting 2 for right.
Julie: Why, though?
Matthew: Because it’s 360.
Julie: Why are you putting 2 for right?
Kyle: Because you’re doing it twice.
Julie: No.
Instructor: [Runs Kyle’s idea: Repeat 180 forward 1 right 2]

Table 5. Discourse, commands, and images generated while constructing a circle.
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Command

repeat 180 [fd 1 rt 2]

Discourse
Kyle: See, it made a baby circle.
Julie: No, it made a baby circle. But the more right you turn, the more narrow your circle will be.
Matthew: Why don’t you use the 360, then?
Kyle: Oh, okay, got you.
Julie: Th e greater your . . . can we go negative on the right? No, you can’t go negative.
Kyle: Can we do 360?
Instructor: I don’t know—let’s try it [repeat 360 forward 1 right 1].

Command

repeat 360 [fd 1 rt 1]

Discourse
Mandy: I just did it—I did a circle!!! I was doing what you were just saying and I just had it repeat twice.
Lucy: How did you [Mandy] do that [with the width and color]?
Instructor: Okay, tell us how to make the color.
Mandy: Setcolor and then choose a number.
Heather: 5
Mandy: And then setwidth—I chose a random number—10.
Instructor: Okay [Instructor enters Mandy’s code].

Commands

setcolor 5
setwidth 10
repeat 360 [fd 1 rt 1]

Discourse
Class: Wow! Oh, I like that! Th at is really cool! Try 15.
Instructor: Th ese are awesome—I haven’t seen the thick circle; this is great!

Table 5, cont’d. Discourse, commands, and images generated while constructing a circle.
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Commands

setwidth 10
fd 100
repeat 180 [fd 3 rt 2]
repeat 180 [fd 3 lt 2]

Figure 4. Matthew’s infi nity symbol image and commands.

Table 6. Julie and Lucy’s commands, resulting image, and discourse related to constructing circles.

Commands
setcolor 5
setwidth 15
repeat 360 [fd 2 rt 2]
cs
repeat 360 [fd 10 rt 10]
repeat 360 [fd 10 rt 20]
repeat 360 [fd 10 rt 2]

Discourse
Lucy: We don’t know why that happened. We’re trying to fi gure out the correlation between this number and this num-

ber in terms of how to make them bigger and smaller and manipulate the circle.
Instructor: Wait, explain that to me again.
Julie: Okay, so we knew that when Kyle did forward 1 right 2, we knew we got a circle this size. But then when we tried 

forward 10, right 10, we ended up with this size, which is very similar to forward 1, right 1. So, we can’t seem to fi gure 
out why 10 and 1 don’t seem to make anything diff erent. Th en we tried forward 10, right 20, similar to when Kyle said 
forward 1, right 2—this gave us a similar smaller circle. So, then we tried to fi gure out—okay so what are—why—

Lucy: What’s changing?
Julie: Why? Why are these shapes the same size as when we do forward 1, right 1—forward 1 right 2. Why is there zero—

why is there no diff erence?
Lucy: Th en we did that—repeat 360 [fd 10 rt 2]—and ended up with this [larger circle that runs off  the screen].
Julie: Th en we did this to try to manipulate—is it the right or is it the forward that changes?
Instructor: And then that made it go off  the screen which is what made it do that big thing—it was really just a big circle. 

Okay, so one thing—because you have the setwidth on so wide, you’re not seeing something. Consider changing your 
setwidth to a lower number.

Julie: Just go back to 1.
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this way, they were engaging in many of the standards for 
mathematical practice (e.g., make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them, model with mathematics, look for 
and make use of structure) while attempting to connect the 
Logo code to the resulting image.

Teaching Logo a Program/Word

Toward the end of class, I decided to interject one last time 
in order to show PSTs the structure for writing programs in 
Logo using the previous example of the circle and square. 
Th is involved teaching Logo a word (i.e., program) using 
the structure “TO square > Repeat 4 [forward 100 right 
90] > END.” Nora, the student who was trying to tessellate 

hexagons to fi ll in the screen, integrated this new technique 
to support her work. Table 7 shows our conversation, her 
code, and the resulting image created. 

While Nora was unable to complete her tessellated design 
in class, she was able to construct a relatively complex geo-
metric pattern, in large part by drawing on social, material, 
and cognitive dimensions of computational literacy. Similar to 
the way in which Matthew’s infi nity design showed evidence 
of cognitive-material feedback related to the circle discourse, 
Nora’s design indicates the way she incorporated the discourse 
and struggles of her peers to create her partial hexagons 
(notice that her program “TO hexagon” only draws four of the 
sides). Not only does she integrate the thinking of her peers, 

Discourse
Instructor: You got it “To Hexagon.” So what is your “To Hexagon”?
Nora: Well, because I already had 2 sides, I only needed it to do 4. I’m trying to fi gure out, like how to do a program to 

just reset it in between things [the turtle’s location when drawing the next hexagon].
Instructor: What if you do rotate 180 and then go forward?
Nora: Yeah, that’s what I’ve been doing—I’ve been rotating 120 and then going forward the amount 50 and then doing 

the hexagon, so I guess—do I have to . . .
Instructor: [noticed that Nora created a “To Move” program] To Move—yes, teaching it to move.
Nora: . . . right 120 forward 50 
Instructor: Yeah, and then end.
Nora: I did the wrong angle—run—ah, he went the wrong way.

Commands

>pu >fd 150 >lt 90 >fd 300 >rt 180 >pd >setwidth 3 >fd 590 
>rt 90 >fd 300 >rt 90 >fd 580 >rt 90 >fd 300 >pu >rt 90 
>fd 50 >rt 45 >setwidth 1 >pd >fd 50 >rt 60 >fd 50 >rt 60 
>fd 50 >rt 60 >fd 33 >pu >fd 17 >rt 60 >pd >fd 50 >rt 60 
>fd 50 >pu >right 60 >fd 50 >pd >lt 60 >fd 50 >repeat 4 
[rt 60 fd 50] >pu >lt 60 >fd 50 >lt 60 >pd >repeat 4 [fd 50 
lt 60] >pu >rt 120 >fd 50 >pd

TO hexagon
  repeat 4 [rt 60 fd 50]
END
>hexagon

TO move
  pu lt 180 fd 50 pd
END
>move >hexagon

Table 7. Discourse, commands, and images related to Nora’s tessellating project.
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she continues to revise her code to integrate more advanced 
techniques, such as teaching Logo programs like “TO move.” 
She combines the different ideas learned through tinkering 
and classroom discourse to eventually combine the programs 
“move” and “hexagon” in order to tessellate the pattern. 

Discussion
A community ethos and the making of genuine artifacts 
emerged as PSTs worked to construct designs in Logo. Notable 
in the discourse during tinkering is PSTs’ integrated engage-
ment in learning mathematical concepts (e.g., determining 
the interior angle measures of regular polygons) and compu-
tational concepts (e.g., looping, sequencing), as well as engag-
ing in computational and mathematical practices. The goal 
of this tinkering activity aimed to support PSTs to integrate 
computational thinking/computational literacy into their 
learning of geometry and spatial concepts. As Lucy and Julie 
demonstrate, not only were they trying to investigate connec-
tions between the Logo code and the resulting image, but they 
were also engaging in many of the mathematical practices 
simultaneously. While artifacts were constructed by individu-
als (e.g., Nora’s tessellated hexagon patterns, Matthew’s infin-
ity symbol), some were driven by collaborative efforts, such 
as making a circle. Although not apparent in the data shared, 
these PSTs have spent months together developing as math-
ematics educators. It would be shortsighted to assume that 
one could simply ask a group of students to tinker with Logo 
and expect to spark the kinds of conversations that occurred 
during this class session. PSTs had many experiences learning 
together as well as shared norms for learning (e.g., making 
mistakes is part of learning, we can learn from attending to 
the thinking and strategies of others). 

Drawing on Berland’s (2016) descriptions of rapid feed-
back, there is evidence that PSTs engaged in all the feedback 
types described. Material feedback was common, occurring 
as soon as PSTs clicked “run” on their programs. In this way, 
they could determine their errors or successes—the feedback 
was immediate. Usually this material feedback led to a social 
interaction, both with me and their classmates. By the nature 
of the data collected (a lapel microphone worn by me), many 
of the student-student interactions were not captured. How-
ever, the discourse related to generating a circle represents 
the types of conversations students were having. Regarding 
social feedback, classmates were genuinely excited by all the 
images created—even those that the creator didn’t intend. 
I also noticed that my own comments to PSTs were over-
whelmingly positive. There was a contagious energy among 
PSTs—they wanted to show one another their creations and 
both gave and received much praise. Sociomaterial feedback 
was also common as classmates wanted to help one another 

successfully construct their designs (either bringing ideas to 
fruition or working through bugs in their code). They would 
share commands such as “setwidth,” “setcolor,” and even ways 
of writing repeating commands, evident in Julie and Lucy’s 
discourse above. As the instructor, I found myself provid-
ing sociomaterial feedback as well—sometimes as simple as 
telling them the proper syntax for writing codes (no space 
between set and color; repeat needs to indicate what you 
are repeating) and suggestions for troubleshooting such as 
trying smaller values to prevent the image from running off 
the screen. Although in the early stages I wasn’t expecting to 
see much sociocognitive feedback, as everyone was encoun-
tering coding with Logo for the first time, the conversation 
about creating a circle shows PSTs offering differing opinions 
on how to best write code. Kyle’s idea, for example, using a 
repeat 180 command and moving the turtle forward 2 units 
each time, was countered by Matthew, Julie, and Lucy, who 
felt that repeat 360 and move forward 1 unit might be a better 
approach. This even led Julie and Lucy to continue exploring 
the differences between these various differences to figure 
out what changes appeared in the circle images. 

Conclusion
While the educational technology community is embracing 
makerspaces and creative/connected coding activity, as well 
as design and systems thinking among youth learners, these 
spaces and ways of thinking they engender are sometimes 
difficult for teachers to implement in formal K–12 learning 
environments. Many lament a teacher education system that 
doesn’t yet prepare teachers to support, for example, com-
puter science education. And while this might increase the 
number of teachers prepared to teach computer science high 
school courses, there is a need to consider the full range of 
K–12 education. 

The approach described in this paper is one attempt to 
support the computational literacy of elementary PSTs, 
namely, by creating opportunities for PSTs to experience 
learning situations, such as makerspaces, for themselves in 
order to see themselves as doers—or rather, makers—as they 
engage with mathematical and computational concepts and 
tools. These experiences programming the Logo turtle to 
construct authentic artifacts in the form of two-dimensional 
geometric graphics not only supported PSTs’ understanding 
of core geometric and spatial concepts, but also helped them 
to make connections between mathematics and computa-
tional literacy.

 While elementary PSTs need opportunities to experi-
ence computing concepts and practices such as tinkering 
and constructing authentic artifacts, their conceptual knowl-
edge of computing (and in this case mathematics) is only a 
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foundation for helping them consider the thinking and prac-
tices they will need to facilitate for their future classrooms. 
Future work might consider creating opportunities for PSTs 
to plan their own constructionist-oriented mathematics 
lessons and try these out with classmates and in their field 
placements. In this way, they can work to consider the think-
ing of their K–5 students, their response to students, and the 
kinds of questions they might pose. 
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